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Abstract The possibility of tuning the chemical moieties and their
density plays a fundamental role in targeting surface-confined
molecular structures and their functionalities at macro and nanoscale
levels. Such interfacial control is crucial for engineered coating
formation and biorecognition purposes, where the type and density
of ligands/receptors at the surface affect the overall binding affinities
and the device performance. Together with the well-established self-
assembled monolayers, a surface modification approach based on
polyelectrolytes (PEs) has gained importance to provide desired
characteristics at the substrate interface. This review presents the
innovations of functional PEs, modified in a preceding synthetic step,
and their wide applicability in functional (a)biotic substrates. Examples
of 2D and 3D architectures made by modified PEs are reviewed in
relation with the reactive groups grafted to the PE backbones. The main
focus lies on the strategy to use modified PEs to form bioengineered
coatings for orthogonally anchoring biological entities, manufacturing
biocidal/antifouling films, and their combinations in functional
biosensing applications.

Key words polyelectrolytes, self-assembly, surface modification,
bioengineered interfaces, biosensing, adsorption

Introduction

The process of engineering different types of interfaces
while controlling their physicochemical properties is a
multidisciplinary challenge with boundless applications,
ranging from themacro to the nanoscale.1,2 Coating surfaces
with functional moieties is a widely used approach in
mechanical industries and tribology to reduce friction and
increase lubrication (Figure 1a),2 in manufacturing to
prevent rust and degradation,3 as well as in food packaging
to prevent bacteria growth.4 Similar properties are fre-
quently required in nano(bio)technology. Homogeneous
electrodeposition of metals for photovoltaic cells,5 passiv-
ation of implantable devices to avoid inflammatory
responses,6 antifouling coatings for biosensing/point-of-
care devices (Figure 1b),7,8 and hydrogel layers to increase
the hydration of biochips9 are a few examples of the
plethora of features addressed by functional interfaces.

The establishment and regulation of desired character-
istics onto virtually any substrate has been the ultimate
aim for surface chemistry. At the nanoscale level, especially
in materials science and biomedical applications, the study
and development of tunable and universal surface engi-
neering methods have become of utmost importance. Love
et al. described this as: “[unlike bulk materials] a high
percentage of the constituent atoms are located at the
surface. Therefore, the properties of nanostructured
materials depend to a much greater extent on their surface
and interfacial environment than do bulk materials.”10

However, in concert with the characteristics of the formed
layer, the introduction of secondary functionalities at the
interface in a controlled and (bio)orthogonal fashion has
been a crucial point for developing efficient surface
modification strategies.11 For instance, while designing
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scaffolds for drug/gene delivery or imaging applications,
the layout of the outermost layer needs to be carefully
taken into account since it will affect the pharmacokinetic
profile and the interactions with the biological system.12,13

Typically, such scaffolds require a camouflaging shield to
reduce immunogenicity and rapid clearance, which is
usually accomplished by the addition of zwitterionic
groups,14,15 poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG),16,17 or polyoxazo-

line chains.18,19 Moreover, specific receptors for active
targeting can also be included.20,21

The same antifouling moieties have been exploited in
biosensing and point-of-care devices to minimize nonspe-
cific interactions at the interface of the transducer
device,22–25 where the translation of a biological binding
event into an electrical/optical signal occurs. Yet, the
integration of the receptor at the transducing surface
remains the pivotal step in order to achieve excellent
selectivity and sensitivity.26,27 Not only the density, but also
the conformation and orientation of the receptor can affect
the final outcome of the sensing device.28,29 For example,
the denaturation of antibody and protein probes,30,31 aswell
as the electrostatic and steric hindrance of nucleotide
receptors,32,33 can result in lower signals. Therefore, the
controlled thin film formation and binding of (bio)mole-
cules at the interface is a key aspect toward effective
modification strategies for biorecognition and biorespon-
sive surfaces. In addition, the type of transducing substrate
deserves particular focus for its crucial role to achieve the
highest possible sensitivity. Depending on the variation of
the physical property affected by the bimolecular recogni-
tion event (e.g., refractive index, electrical resistance,
fluorescence/light intensity, and mass change), different
materials are selected for the transducing substrate.
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Figure 1 Examples of engineered coatings. (a) Illustration showing
tribological properties in sensitive parts of a general gearwheel con-
nection. (b) Schematic representation of a blood drop sliding on a
repellent surface formed by binding a flexible tethered perfluorocarbon
layer and then coating it with a mobile layer of perfluorodecalin.
Reprinted with permission fromRef. 7. Copyright 2014 Springer Nature.
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Consequently, the surface functionalization method is often
dictated by the material type of the transducer.34,35

Surface modification strategies have been prevalently
based on chemisorption methods.36 Due to the necessity of
forming strong, surface-specific bonds, aswell as to fulfill the
aforementioned requirements for the transducing process,
biosensing substrates have beenmade ofmetals [mostly gold
(Au) and silver (Ag)],37–40 silicon-based materials (mainly
SiO2),41–43 graphene,44,45 and metal oxides including
TiO2,46,47 Al2O3,48,49 and indium tin oxide (ITO).50,51 In the
1980s, thefirst elegant solution forcontrollingfilm formation
and molecule distribution at a surface was created through
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) based on thiol–Au52,53

and thiol–Ag54,55 interactions, as well as silanization proto-
cols on SiO2 substrates.56,57 Since then, engineered SAM
approacheshavebeenexploited to formresponsivebiosensor
interfaces. Highly packed, mixed SAMs assure control over
both accessibility and molecular orientation for selective
biomolecule immobilization,58,59 in concert with antifouling
properties required from the film.60 In addition, the easy
monolayer formation and the tunable probe density provide
valuable features,which have contributed tomaking the SAM
approach the most used surface modification strategy.61 A
comprehensive variety of functional SAMs has been docu-
mented for anchoringordetecting targetDNAmolecules,62,63

proteins,64,65 entire cells,66,67 peptides,68,69 aptamers,70,71

and other biologically relevant molecules for biosensing
purposes. A full coverage of SAM approaches at transducer
interfaces and their tunable properties and multifunctional
architectures for biosensing purposes is beyond the scope of
this review.

Polyelectrolyte (PE) physisorption has emerged as a
general and cost-effective surface functionalization method
to homogeneously form chemical architectures on different
substrates.72,73 PEs belong to a subfamily of polymers, where
the monomers (or subunits) carry an electrolyte functionali-
ty, typicallya chargedorganicmoiety. Therefore, various (bio)
moleculescanbe identifiedasPEsandmultipleclassifications
can be made (i.e., based on synthesis, biological/artificial
origin, type of monomers, resulting charges, etc.). These
classificationsand the synthesis/production ofPEswill not be
discussed in this review. Yet, PEs are mainly categorized into
two groups: strong PEs, when the (de)protonatable groups
dissociate completely in solution across awide pH range, and
weak PEs if deprotonation only occurs to a certain extent.
Thus, strongPEshave permanent charges,whileweak PEs are
partiallychargedat intermediatepH(�2–10)and thecharged
fraction can be tuned by varying the pH or ionic strength.

PEs represent a significant innovation for the creation of
functional biorecognition interfaces. Despite their weak
(andmainly electrostatic) bond formation, in comparison to
the stronger Au–thiol SAM formation, the multivalent
nature of the PE backbones ensures almost irreversible
adhesion of aqueous solution onto substrates with the

opposite charge.36,74,75 Moreover, the process does not
require organic solvents. The possibility of using aqueous
solutions and biological buffers, with defined pH, has the
double benefit of controlling the amount of ionized groups
at the PE side chains and assuring biocompatibility for the
immobilization of biological macromolecules.76–78 Modi-
fied PEs can be adsorbed virtually on any type of substrate,
such as metals, metal oxides, and polymeric materials,79,80

resulting in a general and customizable surface function-
alization method for engineered coatings and for a broad
range of biosensing applications.81 However, the introduc-
tion of specific functionalities on PE-based films needs to be
performed orthogonally and in a reliable way.

Biorecognition interfaces require selectivity and sensi-
tivity. Only the target analyte should be detected, while at
the same time giving the highest possible detectable change
upon binding. The design of the biorecognition surface is
critical to reach these standards. In particular, the type,
orientation, and density of active molecules have to be
tailored in concert with the surrounding environment.82–84

Therefore, the controlled display of such entities at the
interface is essential to avoid possible interfering complex-
ations or the occurrence of steric and electrostatic repulsion
toward the analyte, which hamper the performance of the
sensor. An approach based on introduction of functional
moieties after the PE film formation in a covalent or
noncovalent way (postfunctionalized PEs) requires further
film characterization. In order to quantify the receptor
density and the hybridization efficiency (for nucleotide-
based sensors) after the sample preparation, additional, and
sometimes invasive, surface-analytical techniques are
needed.85–88 However, we have recently showed that the
covalent binding of such moieties in a synthetic step
preceding the PE assembly process can assure control of the
biomolecule density that is displayed at the interface.89

Quantification of the grafted groups can be easily achieved
by solution analysis techniques, after which the PE surface
self-assembly is performed and further (macro)molecules
can be anchored subsequently.90,91 Through the control of
the molecule immobilization and their density, high
reproducibility and consistency can be achieved, which is
of utmost importance for biosensing applications.

In this review, an overview is presented of surface
modification strategies based on modified PEs, with an
emphasis on PEs that are functionalized in a synthetic step
preceding the surface assembly. In our view, modified PEs
provide a generic way of functionalizing a wide range of
substrate materials and devices, thus providing a platform
technology for a wide range of applications. A particular
focus is put on the use of PEs for functional engineered
interfaces and biosensing purposes. The general applicabil-
ity of the PEmethod is described together with the variety of
materials that can be used, including the features to
promote the molecular self-assembly. Different layer
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architectures are described together with the type of
substrate, including micro- and nanostructured interfaces,
hydrogels, patterning techniques and nanoparticles (NPs).
Specifically, in the first part, combinations of multiple
grafted functionalities are presented, while the second part
aims at providing an overview of various functional
engineered coatings and biosensing applications. Block
co-PEs, post-functionalized PEs (functionalized after their
surface assembly), conjugated PEs, PE brushes, and PE
complexes for drug delivery are not included in this
overview.

Polyelectrolyte Adsorption

The intimate relationship between the deposited
molecules and the substrate is a key factor in determining
the characteristics of the functional interface. Several
papers have discerned, both experimentally and theoreti-
cally, the adsorption behavior of strong and weak PEs on a
variety of substrates.92–95 The densities of the charges
present on both the surface and the PE backbone, together
with the salt concentration, were found to be the main
driving force for the adsorption process.96,97 Hoogeveen
et al. investigated the adsorption of strong, quaternized
polyvinylpyridine (PVPþ) on untreated TiO2 and SiO2 and
that of quaternized poly(dimethylaminoethylmethacrylate)
(AMAþ) and its parent, weak AMA, on TiO2.97 With this
combination of substrates and PEs, the effect of the
strong/weak nature (i.e., the persistence of charges at the
PE backbones after dissolution) was studied in relation to
the surface charges and ionic strength. The strong PEs PVPþ

and AMAþ showed fast adsorption kinetics on TiO2 with
almost complete coverage within 5 min. The absence of

adsorption for the strong PEs at high ionic strength
confirmed the predominant electrostatic effect, as shown
for other systems.98,99 However, while the adsorption of all
three PEs was electrostatic on TiO2, PVPþ still presented
some adsorption at high ionic strength for SiO2, suggesting
an additional contribution of nonelectrostatic forces, due to
the pyridinyl ring. The effect of surface charge was
investigated by varying the pH during the adsorption of
PVPþ and AMAþ on TiO2. Because of the isoelectric point of
TiO2 (around pH 4), the adsorbed amount of AMAþ

increased linearly with the pH (Figure 2a, triangles),
suggesting a strong dependence on the surface charge
density. On the other hand, deposition of AMAwas affected
strongly by the pH, due to its weak nature (Figure 2a, open
and filled circles for different ionic strengths). By increasing
the pH from 3 to 9, more PE molecules (with fewer charges
per PE) were needed to compensate the surface charge,
resulting in more material deposited. The continued
depletion of positive charges on AMA started to hinder
the adsorption above pH 9. These combined effects created a
binding maximum that is typical of the combination of a
substrate and a weak PE. A similar adsorption profile has
been observed by Böhmer et al. for poly(acrylic acid) (PAA)
on polystyrene (PS) and confirmed with a model, demon-
strating at the same time the main role of pH in controlling
the degree of ionization for weak PEs, as well as the
independence from the substrate.100,101

The pH dependence of the surface charges for a specific
substrate can be mitigated by working at relatively high salt
concentrations74 or by introducing charges on top of the
surface by means of activation or prefunctionalization
methods (such as the use of a charged SAM). Lappan and
coworkers showed that oxygen plasma treatment creates
stable, negative zeta potential values for poly

Figure 2 Adsorbed drymass of PE versus pHdetermined by reflectometrymeasurements for (a) strong AMAþ (triangles) andweak AMA (open circles) at
ionic strength 0.005 M and weak AMA at ionic strength 0.1 M (filled circle) on inactivated TiO2 substrates (PE concentration: 0.01 mg/mL). Reprinted
with permission from Ref. 97. Copyright 1996 Elsevier. (b) Dry mass adsorbed versus electrolyte concentration in solution for weak PAH and PLL on SiO2

pretreated with oxidative treatment by UV-ozone (PE concentration: 0.005 mg/mL). Adapted with permission from Ref. 76. Copyright 2012 American
Chemical Society.
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(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) substrates in a wide range
of pH.102 Strong poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)
(PDADMAC) could then been adsorbed electrostatically.
Porus and collaborators investigated the structure of three
adsorbed monolayers of poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS), poly
(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH), and poly-L-lysine (PLL) by
means of reflectometry and quartz crystal microbalance
equipped with dissipation (QCM-D).76 Interestingly, the
amount of PE adsorbed at various pH values for the weak
PAH (pKa ¼ �9)103 and PLL (pKa ¼ �10)104 on SiO2 (pre-
activated by UV-ozone) did not show the “bell” shape found
by Hoogeveen et al. for AMA (Figure 2a, open and filled
circles) and Böhmer et al. for the polyanion PAA,101 but kept
on increasing at higher pH (Figure 2b). PAH and PLL
adsorption profiles showed a relationship more similar to
strong PEs such as AMAþ (Figure 2a, triangles) or
PDADMAC.94 This was ascribed to the density of charges
present at the surface, previously formed by oxidative
treatment. Choi et al. compared the adsorption of PLL
expressing strong and weak behaviors when varying the pH
from 2 to 12 on plasma-activated SiO2 and Au substrates,
precoated with either amino or carboxylic acid-terminated
SAMs.105 The highest adsorbed mass was observed for the
COOH-terminated SAM, while the smoothest and most
uniform PE monolayer was detected by atomic force
microscopy (AFM) on silica, suggesting that the amount
and homogeneous distribution of charges on the surface
results in highly homogeneous, thin PE monolayers.

The universality of the PE approach has been supported
by studies onmany other combinations of PEs and activated
substrates, such as polyethylenimine (PEI) on polyethyl-
ene,106 ITO,107 poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS),108 cyclic
olefin polymer (COP), and glass109; PLL on Au110 and
PDMS111; and PAH on PDMS112 and PTFE,113 where the
materials have been previously treated with plasma
cleaning or UV-ozone. Even harsher procedures, such as
acidic or basic piranha solutions, were used, for example, to
anchor PEI114 or PAA115 on silicon, PVPþ on Au,116 and PAH
on glass.117

PEs can also adsorb on surfaces that naturally present a
certain density of charges such as SiO2,118 TiO2,119 stainless
steel120 as well as Fe and Al oxide/hydroxides,121 even
without activation methods or the preformation of a
charged SAM on the substrate. As explained by Szilagyi
et al. in their review, not only the predominant electrostatic
interactions but also additional van derWaals, hydrophobic,
and depletion forces determine the layer formation.122 They
described the adsorption on both planar and curved
substrates, with a clear focus on the layer morphology
and saturation. They observed that film saturation points, at
which PEs did not adsorb anymore, were not caused by the
surface charges, but rather by the local environment of the
adsorbing PE chains. Apparently, at appropriate concen-
trations of PE and salt, the PE will eventually occupy an

empty spot, forming uniform films regardless the total
density of charges at the surface. Consequently, NPs and
morphologically complex nanostructures could be coated
homogeneouslywith PEs. Some examples includeNPsmade
of Au,123 Al,124 ZnO,125 and charged PS beads,126 as well as
nanoporous anodized Al oxide,127 Au nanoflowers,128

nanodendrites,129 and even hydrogels.130

The PE surface functionalization strategy has established
new forms of control for molecular self-assembly with
direct consequences for the substrate applicability. In the
rest of this section, the introduction of functional moieties
at the PE backbone in a preceding synthetic step and the
quantification of the grafting density and its role in tuning
the density of groups upon surface adsorption will be
presented. A particular focus is put on the use of specific
chemical moieties and their combinations to create uniform
structured 2D, 3D, and patterned functional interfaces.

Monolayers of Modified PEs

As explained above, grafting functional molecules to PEs
during a synthetic step preceding the adsorption can offer
an appealing solution for the design of biosensing surfaces.
Appropriate spectroscopic techniques, such as NMR, are
then required for the quantification of the appended groups,
after which the PE molecular self-assembly on the desired
substrate can take place. Their assembly then leads to the
controlled display of chemical moieties on the film.

One of the first examples of biosensing with a modified
PE, in order to form an electrochemical sensor for glucose
and lactate, was presented by the group of Battaglini.131

Following the pioneering work of Forster and Vos,132

Battaglini and coworkers coupled a redox osmium complex
to PAH and applied it on a glassy carbon electrode. By
reacting (Os(bpy)2Cl(pyCHO))Cl to the amine groups of PAH,
they formed an Os-PAH derivative, which was characterized
by spectrophotometry, giving a ratio of amino groups:Os of
8:1. The tunable amount of active Os specieswas essential to
form an electrically stable interface. Yang et al. developed a
biocompatible redox polymer by coupling ferrocenecarbox-
aldehyde to chitosan.133 The degree of functionalizationwas
quantified by 1H-NMR and FT-IR. Chitosan with appended
ferrocene (Fc) groups (Figure 3a) was employed to form an
enzyme-based glucose biosensor. Here, the Fc moieties
acted as redox mediators to provide a more efficient
electron transfer in the electrochemical oxidation of the
analyte. The intrinsic sensitivity was amplified by increas-
ing the fraction of Fc during the synthetic step. In this and
other successful examples based on the same modified
PEs,134,135 the enzymeswere physisorbed,while subsequent
assembly of the PE provided a stabilizing environment.

Another way of controlling the receptor density was
achieved by tailoring the number of receptors grafted to the
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PE backbone in a preceding synthetic step, which directly
influences the accessibility of the analyte toward the
interface. This approach allowed performing the measure-
ment right after the assembly and it improved the
reproducibility of the assay. Taira and coworkers grafted
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) to either PAH or PAA
(Figure 3b) with a maximum grafting percentage of
0.5.136,137 In order to assist the PE anchoring onto Au,
two different disulfide units were attached to the back-
bones. Mokhtari et al. varied the amount of lactobionic acid,
which contains the galactose (Gal) moiety, during the
anchoring step to the amino group of poly(vinyl amine)
(PVAm).138 A small library of PVAm-Gal polymers
(Figure 3c) with grafting densities ranging from 6 to 23%
were synthesized and characterized by both 1H-NMR
spectroscopy and conductometric titrations, aimed at
selectively detecting galactose-binding lectins. Another
example of the controlled display of bioactive molecules
was shown byQuirk et al. for the formation of tissue-like cell
binding on poly(lactic acid) films.139 By varying the density
of Arg-Gly-Asp oligopeptides (known as the RGD sequence,
which reportedly binds to cell integrin receptors promoting
growth and differentiation)140 on the PLL backbone
(Figure 3d), the receptor-mediated response of cells was
tuned. Modified PEs have been used to control the
deposition of chromophores on surfaces. Van der Mee
and coworkers grafted PAH with 7-amino quinolinium

(Figure 3e) to efficiently stain fingerprints.141 However,
nonspecific interactions were reported for all the previous
examples.

To promote only the specific interactions to occur at the
biorecognition interface, antifouling moieties are often
required. It is of utmost importance that the surface density
of probes or active biomolecules is controlled together with
the antifouling behavior of the film to maximize the
sensitivity and selectivity. The capability of minimizing
nonspecific interactions at the interface without affecting
the analyte detection has presented a major challenge for
biosensors and bioresponsive coatings.142,143 Already in the
1990s, PEI was used to produce nonfouling films by the
addition of PEG or ethyl hydroxyethyl cellulose (EHEC).
These PEI films were shown to more efficiently repel
proteins than grafting PEG chains postassembly.144 In the
same years, Sawhney and Hubbel showed the first example
of PEG grafted PLL (PLL-PEG) to improve the biocompatibil-
ity of alginate microcapsules and reduce nonspecific
interactions.145 With an average of 1 PEG chain every 10
Lys units (quantified by 1H-NMR), they showed reduced
adsorption of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and fibrinogen
(Fg) on a glass slip coated with PLL-PEG when compared
with unmodified alginate and unfunctionalized PLL. There-
after, the groups of Hubbell, Vörös, Spencer, and Textor
published several studies on protein-resistant PLL-PEG
interfaces, investigating the stability under different

Figure 3 (a) Chitosan-Fc polyelectrolyte used to stabilize the enzyme glucose oxidase and to amplify the electrochemical response.133 (b) PAH and PAA
functionalized with anchoring disulfide units and a ssDNA probe for direct detection after surface assembly.136 (c) PVAm-Gal for galactose-specific lectin
recognition.138 (d) PLL-GRGDS (containing the RGD sequence) to monitor the receptor-mediated cell interaction at the surface.139 (e) Fluorescently
labeled PAH for fingerprint staining.141
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conditions and on multiple substrates, varying the grafted
mole fractions and molecular weights of both compo-
nents.146–150 All in all, the use of PEG-PLL established the
most used and cost-effective way of passivating surfaces to
uniformly display antifouling behavior.

Other moieties have been appended to the PLL backbone
to increase the protein resistance of the interface after self-
assembly. For example, Pidhatika et al. and Konradi et al.
introduced poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) (PMOXA) as side
chains to a PLL backbone as a new nonfouling coating
material.151,152 Morgese and coworkers compared the
efficacy of coated SiO2 surfaces in resisting nonspecific
protein adsorption using four different moieties grafted to
the PLL backbone.153 Next to the well-known PEG,
hydrophilic variants of poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s
(PAOXAs), such as PMOXA, poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)
(PEOXA) and poly(2-methyl-2-ozazine) (PMOZI), were
reacted with PLL to functionalize approximately 30% of
the lysine monomers (Figure 4a). The combination of
flexibility and hydration of the chains served as an
explanation for the excellent resistance to protein adsorp-
tion from human and fetal bovine serum (Figure 4b). A
biomimetic alternative to PEG and polyoxazoline was
recently reported based on the pioneering work of Löfås
on dextran-coated surfaces.154 Holland and coworkers
grafted dextran oligomers to PVAm together with hexanoyl
or lauroyl units to mimic the external region of a cell
membrane, known as the glycocalyx, on graphite surfa-
ces.155 The group of Spencer reported a PLL–dextran
copolymer to reduce the protein adsorption also on
silica–titania substrates.156

Besides nonfouling properties, it is necessary to avoid
any repulsive effect on the desired target analyte.157,158

Therefore, a biorecognition interface requires the presence
and the availability of a specific receptor (or a bioactive

molecule) to perform the binding process. An elegant
strategy for the formation of such a layer is the use of a
spacer to assure the accessibility and directionality of the
receptor (e.g., RGD peptide, nitrilotriacetic acid) or the
reactive linker (e.g., biotin, maleimide) after the PE self-
assembly at the interface.159 In the former case, the
measurement can be performed right after the PE self-
assembly at the interface,158,160 while in the latter case,
additional step(s) are required to anchor the receptor [e.g.,
streptavidin (SAv)-biotinylated probe, thiolated
probe].78,161,162 Although the first example is the more
straightforward, the second one is preferred for bulky
probes or charged macromolecules in order to avoid PE–
probe complexes or co-adsorption at the surface. Such
processes can result in a decrease of the receptor activity as
well as precluding uniform film formation. For both
examples, the density of grafted molecules (of
receptor/reactive linker and antifouling groups) is known
before the PE adsorption. The distribution of bioactive
entities at the interface is directly related to the density of
the previously grafted end-functionalized spacer.163,164

Therefore, the proper design of modified PEs with appended
antifouling spacers, which are end-functionalized with a
receptor or orthogonal reactive linker, results in an
assembled film having nonfouling and functional moieties
positioned on top of the film.158 The nature of the
interactions between the surface and the individual
anchoring units of PEs is the reason for such a bilayered
functional group/PE structure.36

Reimhult and Höök discussed that the key aspect of
(modified) PEs as coating materials is the uniform layer
formation owing to the reversibility of the charged
monomers physisorbed to the surface.36 This property
allows multiple rearrangements at the interface to create
more packed, homogeneous coatings and fewer surface

Figure 4 (a) PLL grafted with PEG, PMOXA, PEOXA, and PMOZI antifouling moieties, and (b) the residual adsorbed dry thickness from human serum.
Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref. 153. Copyright 2018 John Wiley and Sons.
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defects than chains (or single molecules) with chemisorbed
anchoring units.165 Notably, when grafting an increasing
number of moieties to a PE (especially when using a weak
PE), the number of charges present at the backbone is
depleted. Therefore, the adsorption step on an oppositely
charged surface is influenced by both the type of grafted
unit and the number of charges remaining on the PE chain,
determining the coating uniformity and stability.166

Both antifouling and receptors/reactive linkers can
sometimes have higher affinities for the surface than the PE
itself. This can alter the layer conformation, especially at high
grafted percentages, possibly resulting in exposure of the
backbone and lower surface probe densities than expected.
However, forsmallappendedmoieties, thiskineticmeta-state
will be reversed by the entropic and energetic contributions
of the electrostatic nature between the charged PE backbone
and the surface.36 Theoretical work presented by Feuz et al.
has described the adsorption mechanism and the stratified
displayof PLL-PEGon a charged surface166 in agreementwith
previous experimental results.148,167,168 By using a Scheut-
jens–Fleer self-consistent field (SF-SCF) model, they found
that the adsorption process was dictated by the molecular
architecture. In detail, the grafting ratio (g), the extension of

thePEGchains (D), and the ionic strengthorDebye length (rD)
determined the electrostatic and steric contributions to form
the film. Figure 5a presents the possible scenarios as a
function of these parameters. There was no adsorption for
densely grafted PLL with long PEG chains (around 110
ethylene glycol units) due to the steric repulsive effect
intrinsic to PEG (last row). Steric effects were present also in
the case of shorter PEG chains (approximately 44 ethylene
glycol units), and an energy barrier occurred in proximity of
thesurface, formingaplanardiffusive layer (Figure5a, second
row). At lower grafting ratios, more lysine monomers were
available, and the positive electrostatic effect was dominant
again (Figure 5a, first and third rows). However, stable
adsorption was shown only for short PEG chains, where a
balance between charged monomers and steric effects
allowed the electrostatic driving force to adsorb the PLL-
PEG at the interface. An energetic contribution was also
required from the surface charge density. In the case of
uncharged substrates, the PLL-PEG could not readily adsorb
and thus did not form uniform coatings. The formation of the
layered structure is schematically illustrated in Figure 5b.
Going from left to right, the SF-SCF model predicted the
rearrangement of the PEG chains parallel to the normal of the

Figure 5 (a) Possible scenarios of the PLL-PEG film formation as a function of g, D, and rD, with the dominant driving force, the total potential energy
profile, and the following interpretation. (b) Schematic adsorption process of PLL-PEG and the rearrangement of the PEG chains while approaching the
surface. Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref. 166. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society. (c) Drawing of the envisaged layer structure
formed at the interface after adsorption of the modified polyelectrolyte PLL-PEG/PEG-NTA, followed by the loading of Ni2þ ions and the recognition of
His-tagged GFP. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 169. Copyright 2005 John Wiley and Sons.
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surface. Once the backbone approached the charged surface,
the affinity for the charged lysine units was higher than that
for the neutral ethylene glycol moieties. Thus the PEG chains
were forced to point outward, forming a layered structure,
with the PLL backbone strongly physisorbed at the interface
and the PEG chains above it.

Grafting small molecules at the end of the PEG spacer
likely does not alter thefilm formation and its perpendicular
directionality. Consequently, the layered architecture will
still be formed andmaintained under the right conditions (g,
D, and rD). This 3D structure could be conceptually
visualized as shown in Figure 5c, where PLL grafted with
PEG and PEG end-functionalized with nitrilotriacetic acid
(NTA) was adsorbed over a niobium oxide substrate.169 The
histidine (His) recognition NTA moiety is thought to be on
top of the antifouling film, allowing the detection of His-
tagged macromolecules. In their work, Zhen et al. moni-
tored, by optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy
(OWLS), the full process of PLL-PEG/PEG-NTA adsorption
followed by Ni2þ capture and the detection of green
fluorescent protein (GFP) tagged with His6. The retention
of the NTA biosensing capability at the interface was shown
while at the same time preserving the antifouling behavior
of the ethylene glycol chains underneath. Such a layered
architecture has been applied alsowith other PE vectors. In a
study by Fernandez-Megia and coworkers, a library of
chitosan-based polymers for antiadhesive purposes has
been described.170 Specific bioactive moieties such as
biotin, coumarin, cholesterol, and α-D-mannosewere linked
at the end of the PEG chain to promote specific binding
while maintaining the antifouling behavior.

In the case of receptors that are more difficult to attach
(i.e., charged or with competitive sizes to the grafted units),
the orthogonal coupling to a reactive moiety at the end of a
spacer displayed on the self-assembled coating seems to be
an optimal strategy, reducing the occurrence of preformed
molecular complexes or inhomogeneous films. This strategy
was used by Huang et al. to form a biorecognition surface
based on a mixture of PLL-PEG and PLL-PEG-biotin to detect
rabbit immunoglobulin (IgG) and anti-BSA.163 After depo-
sition of the biotin-modified PLL, SAv units were anchored
until saturation, followed by the binding of the bulky
biotinylated receptors, which were either goat anti-rabbit
IgG (αIgG-biotin, �150 kDa) or BSA (BSA-biotin, �66 kDa),
to form the biosensing layer. The same approach was
adopted by Städler and coworkers to develop a biorecog-
nition platform to anchor DNA-tagged vesicles at the
interface.171 Self-assembled polyplexes based on PLL and
DNA molecules have been reported to form in solution for
use in gene and drug delivery.172 Therefore, Städler et al.
orthogonally anchored the DNA probe after the function-
alized PLL adsorption at the surface. In summary, both
approaches based on self-organized architectures with
appended receptors or reactive molecules at the end of

functional spacers have been widely exploited for biosens-
ing applications and bioengineered coatings depending on
the probe size and charge.

Other layered architectures have been described to have
biorecognition capabilities on different substrates while at
the same time retaining antifouling properties. Duan et al.
reduced the length of the ethylene glycol units to four,
synthetizing a PLL scaffold grafted with unfunctionalized
oligo(ethylene glycol) (OEG) or OEG end-terminated with
biotin moieties, forming a silicon-based field effect transis-
tor (FET) for biosensing.90 PLL grafted with OEG and OEG
end-functionalized maleimide (Mal) groups (PLL-OEG-Mal)
was synthesized by us to study multivalent interactions at
the interface. After binding a thiolated methyl viologen to
the Mal functionality, the heteroternary complex was
formed upon consecutive anchoring of cucurbituril and
dye-labeled multivalent azopyridines (Figure 6a).161 Jeong
and coworkers developed an Au surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) biosensor for SAv using poly(aspartic acid) (PAsp)
bearing a spacer with three ethylene glycol groups and a
biotin at the end.173 In this case, the PAsp-biotin layer was
adsorbed on a bare PLL film, precoated with a thiol SAM.
Chen et al. prepared a platform to recognize and anchor
cancer cells with expressed folate receptor (FR) on a glass
surface.174 Folic acid (FA) was grafted at the end to the
antifouling PMOXAmoiety to form PLL-PMOXA-FA that self-
assembled at the surface, displaying FA receptors available
for the multivalent binding of the specific HeLa and JEG-3
cell lines (Figure 6b).

Multilayer Architectures with Modified PEs

Electrostatic interactions provide the main driving force
for creating uniform PE coatings. Overcompensation of the
charge at the substrate upon adsorption of the PE is
responsible for the formation of the so-called PEmultilayers
(PEMs).175 By alternate deposition of PEs bearing opposite
charges, multilayer architectures with nano- and microme-
ter-scale control can be obtained with special character-
istics depending on the PEs and their combination.176 This
layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly procedure was first described
in three studies of Decher et al. at the beginning of the
1990s.177–179 Thereafter, thousands of studies have been
published on the LbL topic, contributing to the development
of a facile and customizable method for universal surface
functionalization,113,180 with applications for optical, bio-
medical, and bioresponsive materials.77,181 The most
accepted explanation for the PEM buildup mechanism
consists of a continued surface charge inversion bymeans of
overcompensation of charges when adsorbing an oppositely
charged PE, which promotes the further adsorption of other
PEs.99,182,183 Among the variety of parameters to control
during the multilayer formation, the salt concentration
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played a crucial role in determining the roughness and
thickness of the target PEM. Both roughness and thickness
increase with increasing number of layers and at higher
ionic strength, leading to a less homogeneous structure at
salt concentrations above 0.5 M.184,185 The surface proper-
ties of multilayers have been intensively studied with
multiple techniques for both wet (e.g., QCM, SPR, and AFM)
and dry (e.g., ellipsometry, AFM) states, showing, amongst
others, increments in the thickness for each deposited layer.
The magnitude of the increases in roughness and thickness
strongly depends on the assembly conditions (e.g., ionic
strength, pH, PE type, and molecular weight).186–190 A
comprehensive description of the LbL properties, applica-
tions, and formation mechanism is beyond the scope of this
review; the reader is referred to the many existing
overviews.113,191–194 Here, we focus on the formation of
LbL architectures based on at least one PE with appended
functional moieties grafted in a preceding synthetic step,
with particular interest in their use for making biosensing
and engineered interfaces.

Both small and relatively bulky functional groups (e.g., Fc,
PEG)appended to thePEhavebeenshownto formvariousLbL
architectures195,196 and the structural and mechanical
properties depend on the final assembled PEM. Mariani
and collaborators formed a bilayer for SAv detection in spiked
human saliva samples (Figure 7a).197 The biointerface was
made of PAHandbiotinylatedpoly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA-
biotin)onaporoussilicon interferometer (PSi),whichshowed
a 300-fold signal enhancement compared to conventional
apparatussuchasSPR,anormal interferometer, andanoptical

fiber. Lower amounts of deposited PE material and thickness
were recorded for multilayers of PSS and PAH grafted with
guanidinium (Gu) units (PAA-Gu), compared to native
PSS/PAA films.198 The PSS/PAH-Gu architecture was more
rigid and stable at alkaline pH, producing a suitable interface
for sensing and water treatment of relevant ions (i.e., Cl�,
SO4

2�, and H2PO4
�). Wijeratne et al. fabricated functional

films based on PAH and poly(2,2-(5-acrylamido-1-carbox-
ypentylazanediyl) diacetic acid) for efficient capture of His-
tagged proteins on Au and hydroxylated nylon mem-
branes.199 The functionalized multilayers had different
thicknesses and swelling capabilities depending on the
density of NTA units and the type of metal adsorbed (Cu2þ

orNi2þ),with theapplicationofcost-effectivemodificationof
porousmembranes for protein purification. The LbL technol-
ogy can also be used for coating complex 3D ordered
structures. Following the pioneering principle of mesoscale
self-assembly introducedbyWhitesides et al.,200 the groupof
Shi functionalized and oriented PDMS-coated scaffolds with
targeted modification.201 By exploiting poly(diallyldimethy-
lammonium chloride) (PDADMAC) and PAA grafted with
either β-cyclodextrin (β-CD) or azobenzene moieties, the
PDMS building blocks could be modified at the interface
through supramolecular interactions. Introducing another
polycation bearing biotin groups (PAH-biotin), they demon-
stratedtheguidedformationofordered3Darchitectureswith
bioactive sites for further loading of biorelevant molecules
and potential cell/tissue culture applications.

Recently, PEMs have been reported to express antifoul-
ing properties. Regardless of the use of intrinsically

Figure 6 (a) Spatial confinement of the multivalent heteroternary complex of cucurbituril and dye-labeled azopyridine promoted by the anchoring of
thiolated methyl viologen on PLL-OEG-Mal passivated SiO2 substrates.

161 (b) Biorecognition platform to anchor cancer cells expressing FR. The
monolayer of PLL-PMOXA-FA was self-assembled at the interface, expressing FA on top of the antifouling layer. After 1 h of incubation, FR-negative cells
could be removed because of a lack of anchoring sites. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 174. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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antifouling PEs (i.e., chitosan, alginate, or dextran),202,203 as
well as the incorporation of nonfouling moieties (e.g.,
ethylene glycol units),204 PEMs have shown to mostly repel
protein adsorption. This effect arises from a combination of
factors, including the type of PEs, the interactions between
the chains inside the multilayer, and the properties of the

last layer exposed at the interface.205–208 The concept of
stoichiometric PEMs introduced by Schlenoff et al. suggests
that multifilms have stoichiometric amounts of paired
charged groups in the correct spatial proximity209 to act as
bulk zwitterions or “zwittersolids.”22 Cao and coworkers
designed a versatile approach for surfacemodification using

Figure 7 (a) Bilayer formation on a porous silicon interferometer substrate for the nanomolar detection of spiked SAv (yellow) in body fluid (saliva). The
green and red lines indicate PAH and PMAA-biotin, respectively. Nonspecifically adsorbed SAv (blue) was desorbed after an acetate/HEPES buffer cycle.
Reprintedwith permission fromRef. 197. Copyright 2018 Springer Nature. (b) Schematic illustration of the surface functionalization strategy adopted by
Cao and coworkers based on the combination of an LbL procedure and supramolecular host–guest interactions. Au, Si, silicon oxide (glass), and polymers
(PDMS and polyurethane) were used as substrates for the multilayer formation and the specific subsequent supramolecular modification for biological
and biosensing purposes. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 210. Copyright 2016 John Wiley and Sons.
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a combination of LbL and supramolecular host–guest
interactions, which retained antifouling properties.210 By
alternating depositions of PAA modified with adamantane
(Ada) groups (PAA-Ada) and PAH, several bilayers were
formed on metal and polymeric substrates with the density
of the Adamoieties being controlled by changing number of
layers in the LbL process. Fluorescently labeled β-CD and
BSA were exploited to check the availability of Ada groups,
confirming the “open” structure within the multilayer, and
to find the optimal antifouling response. Consequently, β-
CDs grafted with functional units such as biotin, mannose,
lysine, or quaternary ammonium salt were used, showing
potential applications for biosensing and biological pur-
poses (Figure 7b). Antifouling/bioengineered coatings were
developed also by Picart et al., investigating the osteoblast
adhesion on PEMs composed of PLL and polyanions such as
poly-L-glutamic acid (PGA), poly(alginic acid) (PAlg) and
poly(galacturonic acid) (PGal).162 The antifouling behavior
of native architectures (PLL/PGA)6, (PLL/PAlg)6, and
(PLL/PGal)6 was compared with the same PEMs either
cross-linked or with PGA-RGD as the last layer. Interestingly,
the native unmodified PEM structures showed almost zero
adhesion even after 8 days, while the rigid (cross-linked)
architecture and the ones having RGD moieties provided
optimal platforms for cell growth.

Surface Patterning of Modified PEs

Nano- and micropatterned surfaces have attracted
increasing interest for biomedical and biosensing applica-
tions. The spatial control of such surfaces is critical for
studying cell growth and differentiation,211 basic neuronal
functions (neuronal networks),212 and for forming arrays for
protein213 or DNA214 anchoring/detection. The combination
of modified PEs with appended functional moieties and
patterning techniques has represented a valuable tool to
form cost-effective interfaces with functional micro/nano
features.

Among others, modified PLL has been the subject of
several studies due to its abilities to be easily functionalized
in a preceding synthetic step and to form densely packed
homogeneous layers.215 Csúcs et al. have used PLL-PEG end-
functionalized with fluorescein (Fl) or RGD (PLL-PEG-Fl and
PLL-PEG-RGD) to provide fluorescent microarrays for
visualization and detection of cell cultures.211 By using
microcontact printing (µCP), the adhesion and motility of
cells were investigated. Due to the combined effect of
functional structures backfilled with antifouling PLL-PEG,
the motility of epidermal keratocyte was controlled. The
distance between the patterned lines affected the lamelli-
podium protrusion, resulting in the directionality of the
movement being parallel to the patterned features. µCP
stamps with varying structured features were used to

pattern laminin-grafted PLL (PLL-laminin) for locally
controlling the axonal outgrowth of hippocampal neu-
rons.212 In another example, inverted µCP printing was
exploited in a two-step replication process to form 3D
microstructures covered with PLL-PEG-biotin or just Fg to
investigate the relationship between the shape and func-
tions of single cells.216

The group of Textor developed photolithography-based
selective molecular assembly patterning (SMAP),217 molec-
ular assembly patterning by lift-off (MAPL),218 and the
locally addressable electrochemical patterning technique
(LAEPT),219 to selectively confine modified PLL and other
functional molecules on various substrates. Patterned
architectures were formed at the micro and nanoscale on
the surface to study the anchoring of cells, particles, or
biomolecules and their response in 2D and 3D confined
spaces. Figure 8a shows an example of SMAP-formed TiO2

squares within a SiO2 matrix to anchor human foreskin
fibroblast cells (HFFs) on 60 � 60 µm2 (top) or 5 � 5 µm2

(bottom) features. The formed arrayswere functionalized by
self-assembled dodecyl phosphate on TiO2, backfilled with
PLL-PEG on SiO2, creating a pattern of protein-adhesive
regions, surrounded by a protein-resistant background.
Thus, immunostained HFF could be locally deposited to
better investigate functional mechanisms such as spreading
and adhesion (Figure 8a, inset) as a function of the geometry
of the array.217 The MAPL approach was used to guide the
self-organization of larger entities like NPs by using PLL-
PEG-biotin on both Nb2O5-patterned substrates and silica
NPs using SAv as a linker, with potential application in
microarray biosensors (Figure 8b).220

Besides PLL, other types of modified PEs and patterning
techniques have been used for biosensing applications and
engineered coatings. PAH with appended perfluoropheny-
lazide groups was used by Kubo and coworkers to photo-
couple, among others, 2-O-α-D-mannopyranosyl-D-
mannopyranose (Man2) at the interface. The Man2 arrays,
backfilledwith PEOXA,were used to recognizefluorescently
labeled lectins such as concanavalin A (Con A).221 Patterned
structures were formed in combination with LbL architec-
tures. For example, Chien et al. have in an alternate manner
deposited PAA coupled with 4-azidoaniline (Az) units (PAA-
Az), polyacrylamide, and PAH-PEG (with cyanuric chloride
as a linker) to form photo-crosslinked cellular patterns.222

Modified PEs for Functional Engineered
Coatings and Biosensing

The deposition of modified PEs gains in importance as a
customizable and universal surface modification
strategy for different types of substrate materials and
micro/nanostructures. Multiple functionalities can be
grafted before the surface adsorption, ensuring control
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over the density and the local surrounding of the appended
groups upon assembly at the interface. Tuning both type
and density of the receptors/reactive groups at the surface,
which respectively affect the selectivity and the sensitivity
of the biorecognition event, has opened the possibility of
bestowing key features for bioengineered coatings and
biosensing applications. Such applications are reviewed in
this section, showing the various possibilities offered by
the choice of specific components, structures, substrates,
and combinations thereof. Particular emphasis is given to
the strategies for making antifouling/antibacterial coat-
ings, as well as films for the selective anchoring of cells and
other (bio)materials, with an overview of biosensing
applications.

Antifouling and Antimicrobial Coatings

The synthesis of biofunctional modified PEs has been
fueled initially by the need for efficient strategies for
antifouling coatings. In the preceding section “Monolayers
of modified PEs,” several chemical moieties anchored to the
PE backbone were introduced as an efficient method for
reducing nonspecific interactions. Due to the wide adapt-
ability, this strategy has been extensively used for generat-
ing antifouling interfaces at bioengineered substrates.

Inspired by nature, Holland and coworkers developed a
modified PVAm grafted with dextran units to mimic the
external region of a cell membrane, also called the
glycocalyx.155 By varying the ratio between the dextran
and alkanoyl chains, the self-organization on graphite and
polyethylene substrates led to highly ordered monolayers
with a thickness comparable to that of the PVAm backbone
constrained to the surface and with the dextran moieties
pointing outward. The highly hydrated dextran suppressed
nonspecific interactions after incubation in fresh human
plasma. In another study, PVAm-dextran was compared to
PVAm-PEG to suppress bacterial adhesion (Staphylococcus
epidermidis) on the same substrate.223 The PEG-based PE
presented less adhesion, probably due to the better
shielding of the polyethylene substrate by the PVAm-PEG.
The compactness and hydration of PEG chains have been
identified as the main properties to fulfill optimal protein
repellency.24 Owing to the fast and cost-effective coupling of
PEG to PEs, PEG-grafted PEs have been synthesized
extensively, thus becoming the state-of-the-art for the
creation of antifouling interfaces.

Among others, PLL equipped with PEG chains presents
the most studied system for both charged and uncharged
substrates. As discussed above, PLL-PEG adopts a specific
conformation upon surface assembly, with the hydrated
ethylene glycol chains perpendicular to the substrate

Figure 8 (a) Fluorescence images of immunostained HFF cells on (sub)cellular featured arrays formed by the SMAP technique to study the cell behavior
in confined spaces. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 217. Copyright 2002 American Chemical Society. b) Scanning electron microscopy image and
magnifications of self-assembled PLL-PEG-biotin-coated silica NPs within a PLL-PEG-biotin microarray formed by MAPL, linked together by a SAv layer.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 220. Copyright 2005 IOP Publishing, Ltd.
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(Figure 5b). Such directional and homogeneous layers have
excellent antifouling characteristics. The resistance toward
the adhesion of cells and proteins has been demonstrated
for fibroblast,147,167 osteoblast,224 Staphylococcus aureus,225

serum,226 lysozyme and α-lactalbumin,148 myoglobin,
albumin, and Fg.149,227 PLL-PEG spontaneously self-organ-
izes on smooth or rough flat surfaces,228 on 3D-structured
substrates,216 on several polymeric materials,229 forming
surface gradients,230 and even on single cells or tissues
with231,232 or without196 added sugar recognition groups,
offering multiple ways to control the antifouling properties
at the interface. In addition, the high versatility and stability
under physiological conditions are the key advantages for
exploiting PLL-PEG as a general backfilling strategy.233

Microarrays, patterned surfaces, and complex 3D substrates
were selectively formed for studying cell spreading,234

directionality,235 confinement,236,237 adhesion behav-
ior,238,239 and strength,240 as well as for monitoring protein
functionalities241 and dynamically controlled interac-
tions.213 Other antifouling moieties have been grafted to
PLL, for example, biomimetic (dextran)156 or more efficient
(PMOXA)153,242 alternatives, contributing to the formation
of a plethora of PLL-based strategies for making self-
organized nonfouling interfaces.

Despite the popularity of PLL with appended antifouling
groups, effort has been increasingly spent on designing
approaches that provide antimicrobial functionalities. An
original strategy was investigated by Cao and coworkers by
the addition of carboxybetaine (CB) to a dextran polymer.243

Formation of a biofilm causes a local reduction of pH in vitro
and in vivo. By varying the mole fraction of a synthetic pH-
sensitive CB,244 hydrogel interfaces were created with
switchable antifouling (cationic form) and antimicrobial
(zwitterionic form) characteristics. Brovko et al. described
an efficient method for sanitation of food-processing
surfaces.245 PVAm with tunable appended photoactive
dyes, i.e., acriflavine neutral, rose bengal, phloxine B, or
malachite green, known for their photodynamic bactericid-
al effect, was deposited on paper as a proof of concept. The
antibacterial property was demonstrated for gram-negative
and gram-positive bacteria and for yeast microorganisms.
Photoinduced cell death rates between 90 and 99% were
observed for paper treatedwith either PVAm-rose bengal or
PVAm-phloxine B upon irradiation, with interesting high
selectivity toward bacteria compared to yeast.

Antimicrobial 3D structures were formed by LbL
approaches using engineered PEs. Lee et al. exploited PEI
and hyaluronic acid (HA) grafted with catechol units to
introduce antibacterial properties to PEMs.180 In addition to
the improved stabilizing effect, the catechol has latent redox
activity that was used to locally nucleate Ag-NPs, thus
bestowing bactericidal properties upon Escherichia coli.
Varying the type of chemical moieties appended to the last
polycation layer allowed Vaterrodt and coworkers to form

multifunctional, multilayer structures with antifouling or
antibacterial activity.246 A film exhibiting a combination of
antifouling, antimicrobial, and antibiocorrosion effects was
developed by Xu et al. in a PEM formed by host–guest
interactions between PEI-β-CD (PEI-CD) and ferrocene-
modified chitosan (chitosan-Fc).195 The efficiency of anti-
fouling and antimicrobial properties was investigated using
gram-positive/negative bacteria, the model microalgae
Amphora coffeaeformis (Figure 9), and the arthropod
barnacle cyprid, while the antibiocorrosion was investigat-
ed by Tafel polarization analysis, showing retention of
stability even after 30 days of exposure to seawater.

Platforms for Cell Adhesion, Growth, and Expression

Exertingmultiple degrees of control on cell proliferation,
including organization, migration, and adhesion, is of
utmost importance for tissue formation/regeneration and
organ-on-a-chip development. The use of modified PEs
allows the selective display of the type and density of
chemical functionalities for engineered biomaterials, locally
affecting cell (and culture) evolution.

ModifiedPEs bearing selectedmoieties havebeen applied
at the interface to regulate cell expression. Among several
integrin-binding domains, the RGD peptide has been
exploited as a model sequence for cell-binding studies, due
to its high affinity toward integrin receptors247 and its
resistance to proteolysis.248 VandeVondele et al. showed the
self-assembly of a modified PE that not only gave protection
against nonspecific protein adsorption, but also selective cell
adhesion and growth.158 The precise tuning of the appended
groups (PEG and RGD) was the key aspect for achieving both
effects. In conjunction with the high PEG mole fraction,
required to maintain the antifouling behavior, the role of the
RGD was investigated by monitoring the improved cell
adhesion and proliferation on PLL-PEG-RGD compared to
PLL-PEG-RDG (nonbinding control sequence). The effect of
the RGD surface density was demonstrated by changing the
graftedamount from1 to58%.Despite thedoublednumberof
fibroblast cells detected for the higher density of RGD, the
nonspecific adsorption of serum proteins was 35 times
greaterat58%RGDthanat1%RGD,confirmingthenecessityof
simultaneously tuning both appended groups. In another
study, PLL with varying mole fractions of PEG and RGD was
used on Ti surfaces to study the surface physiology and
microtopography of osteoblasts.228 Comparing the cell
behavior on PLL-PEG and PLL-PEG-RGD interfaces, Tosatti
et al. demonstrated the nontoxicity of PLL-PEG and the
increased integrin binding due to the peptide sequence.
Smooth substrates coated with PLL-PEG-RGD presented
larger cell numbers than bare ones or substrates coated
with PLL-PEGor PLL-PEG-RDG. Rough substrates showed less
cell binding than smooth ones, indicating the role of the
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surface morphology on the cell growth. In some cases, PLL-
PEGseemed tohave amore “osteogenic” effect thanPLL-PEG-
RGD. However, this was probably due to an inhomogeneous
PEG layer, creating favorable space for serum protein, which
subsequently promoted the cell proliferation. A reduced
activityof PEG-RGDchainswas recently demonstrateddueto
small-molecule inclusion such as epigallocatechin gallate
(EGCg).249 By using a semiempirical quantum-chemical
method and experimental data, the EGCg was shown to
bind to the ethylene glycol units, blocking theRGDmotifs and
inhibiting the cell adhesion (Figure 10a). On the other hand,
several studies performed in Textor’s group225,228,250–252

demonstrated the powerful bioselectivity of PLL-PEG-RGD
coatings, allowing the anchoring of fibroblasts and osteo-
blasts,while preventing the adhesion of several bacteria (e.g.,
S. epidermidis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Streptococcus
mutans, and S. aureus). In addition to fully covered substrates,
PLL-PEG-RGD coatings were also assembled using soft
lithography techniques,233 with the possibility of forming
biointeractivepatternsand investigating the local responseof
single-cell confinement.253

RGD and RDG sequences were also grafted to HA, forming a
bioalternative to PLL-PEG. Pitt and coworkers described the
anchoring of HA grafted with RGD or RDG onto stainless
steel by epoxy adhesion and the effect on platelet anchoring
and growth.254 The nonspecific cell deposition was already
visible after 30 min of incubation in human platelet-rich
plasma on the bare surface, but was completely prevented
on the HA-coated substrate. On the other hand, HA-RGD
restored the spreading of platelets to some extent compared
to the nonbinding RDG, showing the modulation of the
surface interactions on intrinsically antifouling interfaces.

The group of Marchant synthesized a biomimetic surfac-
tant based on PVAm grafted with hexanal branches, RGD, and
maltose (PVAm-RGD-maltose) to mimic the extracellular
matrix (ECM) in order to control the diffusion and growth of
human microvascular endothelial cells (HMVECs).255 In the
absence of RGD, no adhesion was observed, due to the
antifouling properties of maltose. RGD-rich substrates sup-
ported high HMVEC proliferation, displaying a high density of
surface-anchoring points compared to RGD-poor ones. How-
ever, themigrationbehaviorwas reverselyaffected resulting in

Figure 9 Fluorescencemicroscopy images of stainless steel: (a) pristine substrate and functionalized ones with (b) 5 and (c) 11 freshly deposited bilayers
of PEI-CD/chitosan-Fc and (d) 11 bilayers of PEI-CD/chitosan-Fc aged in seawater for 30 days, showing the resistance to the attachment of Amphora
coffeaeformis, after incubation at 25 °C for 24 h. Scale bars: 50 µm. Adaptedwith permission from Ref. 195. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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fixation of HMVEC at their positions, while high mobility was
observed for low densities of RGD. By using perfluorinated
alkyl chainsgrafted to the amine groups, PVAm-RGDpolymers
were self-assembled on expanded polytetrafluoroethylene
(ePTFE) substrates as a model to reduce the occlusion and
thrombosis after implantation of vascular graft materials.256

The biocompatibility of the material was enhanced by stable
endothelial attachment, specifically achieved by the PVAm-
RGD at the interface, with growth rates that were even greater
than those seen for native ECM.

Other anchoring sequences, architectures, and function-
al groups of modified PEs were investigated for cell studies
and engineering. For example, IKVAV sequences have been
shown to promote spreading, growth, and differentiation of
neuronal cells, including adult hippocampal progenitor
(AHP) cells.257 PLL-PEG grafted with the IKVAV peptide
sequence (PLL-PEG-IKVAV), derived from ECM protein
laminin, was exploited in combination with IKVAV-modi-
fied supported lipid bilayers to study the influence of
ligand mobility on cell proliferation.258 Despite the larger
anchoring area of AHP cells on PLL-PEG-IKVAV, the IKVAV
mobility did not influence the cell adhesion and both

systems showed a sigmoidal dependence to the IKVAV
concentration with an approximate threshold of 8 nm
distance (> 3 pmol/cm2) for efficient attachment. PAH
with appended heparin-binding domains containing the
LHRRVKI sequence (PAH-LHRRVKI) was deposited as the
last layer on PAH/PAA multilayer structures and compared
to similar PEMs having PAH-RGD.259 Osteoblast adhesion
and functionsweremonitored by varying the LbL conditions
of the PEM build-up. However, the LHRRVKI peptide did not
show significant improvement compared to RGD. In a
follow-up study, the growth and functionalities of osteo-
blast MG63 cells on a PAH-RGD-terminated PEM were
monitored, showing better proliferation at pH 6.5, but
greater osteogenic abilities (e.g., calcium deposition) at pH
2, suggesting an active influence of the PEM architecture.260

Cui and coworkers developed a multifunctional, biodegrad-
able PEM to regulate osteogenic activity upon electrical
stimulation of preosteoblast MC3T3-E1 cells.261 Inspired by
the fact that electricity plays a crucial role in living
organisms, they grafted tetraaniline, which has a short π-
conjugated system, to PLL or PGA in order to locally
stimulate cells by pulsed electrical signals. The

Figure 10 (a) Schematic representation of HeLa cell adhesion and spreading on PLL-PEG-RGD (A) without and (B) with EGCg inclusion, which blocked
the RGD motif. The real morphologies were observed by phase-contrast microscopy on the same type of functionalized substrates (insets). Reprinted
with permission from Ref. 249. Copyright 2017 Springer Nature. (b) Phase-contrast microscopy images of a 5-day grown fibroblast culture on PLL-PEG-
RGD-based PEM on an ITO substrate. From left to right: before applying external potential, after application, and recovered cell sheet (scale bar: 1 cm).
Adapted with permission from Ref. 262. Copyright 2008 John Wiley and Sons.
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electroconductive properties of the PEM enhanced the
adhesion and proliferation of MC3T3-E1 cells, with im-
proved differentiation into maturing osteoblasts upon
electric stimulation, as confirmed by the analysis of
ontogenesis-related gene expression. Cell cultures and
external electric potential were also applied by Guil-
laume-Gentil et al. for cell sheet engineering.262 The use
of PLL-PEG-RGD in an LbL fashion allowed the control of the
amount of RGD together with the cell–substrate adhesion
forces, forming uniform “tissue-like” coatings and prevent-
ing spontaneous detachment. By applying an external
positive potential, the defectless “tissue-like” sheet was
recovered with the possibility of using it for further
applications (Figure 10b).

Modified PEs at Curved Surfaces for Active
Targeting and Cell Mimicking

The controlled synthesis of micro- and nanostructures
has caused a scientific revolution for bio- and nanotechnol-
ogy, paving the way to develop novel strategies for drug
delivery, optical devices, photonics, and biosensing appli-
cations. Orthogonally displaying biomolecules and respon-
sive functionalities at the interface has been addressed as a
crucial aspect for determining the holistic properties of such
spherical objects, while at the same time improving their
stability in solution. As for flat substrates, the use of
modified PEs on particles has emerged as an appealing
strategy due to the self-organization at the curved surface
and the possibility to customize the colloidal properties.
Proper design of the adsorbing PE could ensure control not
only of the type and density of moieties expressed at the
interface, but also of the outer-layer architecture, affecting
the interactions with cells and other biological entities.

As well as the main role of forming camouflaging
coatings around microparticles and NPs to reduce the
cytotoxicity upon cell/tissue uptake, PEG-grafted PEs have
also been used to investigate cell functions, incorporation
pathways, and active targeting. Quantum dots (QDs)
covered with hyperbranched PEI-PEG were used to study
the internalization process in HeLa cells.263 The grafting
density of PEG on the branched PEI had an influence on the
uptake mechanism. At a ratio of four PEG moieties per PEI
molecule, compartmentalization inside the organelles was
observed, as indicated by the colocalization of light
emission from the QDs and the stained organelles. On the
other hand, at a ratio of two PEG chains per PEI molecule,
fast endocytosis was observed in vesicles followed by slow
endosomal escape into the cytoplasm.

The type of modified PE can influence cellular recogni-
tion. PS microcapsules with PLL-PEG as the outer layer
blocked the phagocytosis of dendritic cells and macro-
phages more efficiently than PGA-PEG, as reported by

Wattendorf and coworkers.264 The PEG chain fraction and
length affected the cellular recognition of PS beads.265 High
PEG (2 kDa) density appended to PLL presented efficient
protein resistance but low phagocytosis by dendritic cells
and macrophages. Moreover, varying the molecular weight
of the PEG chain (1 or 5 kDa) was shown to maintain the
protein resistance, but to impair the phagocytosis. The use
of such a system for cell targeting was investigated by
Faraasen et al. by adding the RGD peptide to the PLL-PEG
PE.266 By exploiting both PS and poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic
acid) (PLGA) beads in combination with binding and
nonbinding motifs (RGD and RDG, respectively), a specific,
receptor-mediated recognition for phagocytosis was iden-
tified for PLL-PEG-RGD-covered spheres, with possible
applications for specific targeting (Figure 11).

The formation of PLGA carriers for active targeting with
specific chemical functionalities was described by Müller
and coworkers.267 The spontaneous assembly of positively
charged PLL-PEG-biotin on negatively charged PLGA spheres
produced macroparticles resistant to nonspecific protein
adsorption. In addition, the biotin group allowed the
localized immobilization of fluorescently labeled SAv at
the interface, making it a feasible approach for engineering
the coating of biodegradable carriers. Chitosan nanocap-
sules with appended groups showed a higher active
targeting compared to the ones without.268 Studies
exploiting antibodies directed against TMEFF-2 as a cancer
target showed favorable results for chemotherapy269 and
radiotherapy.270 The use of biotin moieties at the end of PEG
chains grafted to chitosan allowed the formation of
chitosan-PEG-antiTMEFF-2 nanocapsules by means of
two-step coupling of avidin and a biotinylated anti-
TMEFF-2 monoclonal antibody. Despite the promising
outcomes and efficient targeting in vitro, the results in
vivo were reported to be not efficient.

Empty capsules have been produced using the LbL
approach upon dissolution of a sacrificial core, bestowing
biotin moieties at the outer layer. The group of Vörös used
these systems to study the adhesion energies of PLL-PEG-
biotin capsules on SAv-coated surfaces as a model for
mimicking biological cells.271 In a follow-up study, the
morphology of such capsules was studied by varying the
multilayer formation procedure, the core material, and the
dissolution method, in order to produce stable and protein-
resistant scaffolds.272 The presence of biotin as the last layer
allowed specific recognition of SAvwith tunable densities at
the interface.

Recently, PS microparticles coated with modified PEs
have been proposed to probe and simultaneously analyze
the multiplicity of interactions between bacteria and
substrates. As a proof of principle, Xie et al. designed two
coatings based on PLL grafted with (N-dodecyl-N,N-
dimethyl ammonium) butyrate,273 which is a bioactive
quaternary ammonium compound (QAC) that has shown to
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disrupt the bacterial membrane.274 PLL-QAC and PLL-PEG-
QAC, with the QAC moieties at the end of the PEG chains,
were self-assembled on negatively charged PS beads, which
were subsequently incubated with E. coli. The mixture was
then analyzed by flow cytometry, which demonstrated the
bactericidal effect of the surface. PLL-PEG-QACwas found to
be the most efficient coating in reducing the growth of
bacteria at longer time scales. This method showed the
potential applications of automatically probing and mea-
suring the effect of different interactions between function-
alized substrates and cells, such as bacteria.

Bioengineered Coatings for Arrays of DNA,
Proteins, and Vesicles

Localized positioning of biological materials on surfaces
has propelled the advancement of genomics, diagnostics,
and biosensing. The multiplexed detection by high-
throughput, simultaneous analysis of thousands of param-
eters requires flexibility of the components in forming the
biorecognition interface. Modified PEs have shown com-
patibility with creating architectures with defined proper-
ties, structure, type, and density of receptors or anchoring
groups by simple self-assembly. In particular, bio-orthogo-
nal reactive groups have offered further control over
the final recognition interface with the possibility of:
(i) choosing at will biorecognition elements to be anchored
by chemical/biological engineering, (ii) selectively defining
recognition areas (often in combination with patterning
techniques), (iii) maintaining the properties (e.g., antifoul-
ing) and homogeneity of the preorganized architecture, and
(iv) rationally improving the selectivity and sensitivity of
the biosensing process, regardless of the type of modified
PE, substrate material, and detection system. Due to the
facile synthesis and availability of the startingmaterials, the
most reported example that employs all of these character-
istics is the PLL-PEG-biotin approach.

PLL-PEG-biotin has been exploited by Zhen et al. for
anchoring biotinylated engineered β-lactamase enzymes on
niobium oxide substrates.275 The architecture formation
was monitored stepwise by OWLS, allowing the quantifica-
tion of the adsorbed mass. The type of the formed layer was
investigated by adsorbing either neutravidin (NAv) followed
by biotinylated β-lactamase or preforming a complex NAv-
lactamase. Only in the latter case, a linear correlation was
observed between the amount of surface biotin and the
adsorbedmass of both NAv and β-lactamase (determined by
a release process), demonstrating the uniformity of the
layered architecture with lactamase on top of the NAv film.
The orthogonality of this approach allowed the anchoring of
four more variations of engineered β-lactamase enzymes,
while retaining their activities.

Microfluidic systems have been exploited to deliver PLL-
PEG-biotin PEs for selectively localizing SAv229 or to bind
and manipulate bacteriophage λ-DNA.276 After self-assem-
bling the PLL-PEG-biotin layer, anchoring NAv and subse-
quently attaching a biotinylated DNA probe, λ-DNA (with an
end complementary to the DNA probe) was immobilized in
a PDMS microfluidic device for studying interactions with
other proteins. In combination with the MAPL technique, a
gradient of PLL-PEG-biotin could define patterns with
varying densities of active molecules. Morgenthaler et al.
showed this concept forming different microarrays of PLL-
PEG-biotin with decreasing fluorescence intensities after
incubationwith SAv-Alexa Fluor 488,while at the same time
blocking nonspecific protein adsorption.277

Duetothefeasibilityof formingarrayswithmodifiedPLLs,
numerous efforts have been made on similar analytical
protocols that could provide the multiplexity of recognition,
performing parallel detection at high speed and accuracy of
information. Anchoring of DNA-taggedvesicleswas tested on
PLL-PEG-biotinsurfacescoveredwithNAvandbiotin-DNA.171

Microarrays were then formed, studying the colocalized
detection of red fluorescent vesicles on biorecognition areas,
determined by the patterned green fluorescent SAv. The

Figure 11 Efficiency of ligand-specific internalization by macrophages for differently functionalized interfaces of PLGA-covered particles. Type of
modified PEs used, from left to right: PLL-PEG, PLL-PEG-RGD, and PLL-PEG-RDG (nonbinding). Adapted with permission from Ref. 266. Copyright 2003
Springer Nature.
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controlled anchoring of vesicles was investigated for promis-
ing applications in high-throughput analysis for label-free
and selective recognition/amplification processes,278 as well
as the possibility of delivering micro and nanocompartmen-
talized environments, for example, as a reservoir for growing
nanotubes279 or hosting nanoreactors with internalized
enzymes.280 In further studies, either a spotting technique281

or a crossed microfluidic device in concert with MAPL
patterning282 was used to create selected arrays of anchored
vesicles. SAv was bound to a self-assembled PLL-PEG-biotin
layer followed by different biotinylated-DNA probes.
Functionalized or fluorescently labeled vesicles were selec-
tively immobilized by tagging of the vesicles with comple-
mentaryDNA(cDNA)sequences (Figure12). Suchapproaches
were the first steps for the patterning and analysis of
membrane proteins, which cannot be usually analyzed in
parallel and in cycles involving drying steps. We recently
showed the simultaneous formation of different microarrays
for multiplexed DNA analysis exploiting PLL-OEG-Mal, while
the rest of the substrate exhibited antifouling characteristics
owing to the presence of OEG functionalities.

Other types of patterns and modified PEs have been
reported for achieving orthogonal anchoring at abiotic and

biotic interfaces. Au colloids grafted with thiol DNA
complementary to the biotinylated probe were deposited
on PLL-PEG-biotin-SAv-coated poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) substrates with remarkable precision.283 Nano-
stripes were formed with different particle surface densi-
ties, from single colloid lines to fully connected nanowires,
with possible applications in bioelectronics and optical-
based biosensing.284 PLL-PEG-NTA arrays were printed for
the reversible and selective anchoring of His-tagged
proteins, with direct applications in fields such as genomics
and proteomics.169 PAsp PEs grafted with three ethylene
glycol units functionalized with biotin (PAsp-OEG-biotin)
were employed to form multilayers with PLL.285 Variations
of the degree of functionalization and the number of PAsp-
OEG-biotin layers in the PEM were tested, probing the
medium distance between anchored SAv proteins and its
potential use as an SPR sensing platform. With a similar
approach, Harmsma and coworkers developed an optical
microring resonator for potential biosensing use by
exploiting an LbL approach, having PAH with customizable
grafting densities of biotin as the last layer.286

A small library of PLLs with short ethylene glycol units
was developed, opening new opportunities in biocompati-

Figure 12 Schematic representations and fluorescence microscopy images of different arrays made with customized vesicles by means of (a) spotting
and (b) microfluidic/MAPL patterning techniques. Image (a) has been adapted with permission from Ref. 281. Copyright 2006 AIP Publishing. Image (b)
has been adapted with permission from Ref. 282. Copyright 2005. Royal Society of Chemistry.
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ble, combinatorial surface functionalization for biosens-
ing.287 Three modified PLLs, namely PLL-OEG-biotin, PLL-
OEG-azide, and PLL-OEG-hydrazide, were exploited to
orthogonally perform bioconjugation with SAv, copper-
free click reactions with dibenzyl cyclooctyne moieties, and
reversible binding with alginate-aldehyde on isolated
pancreatic islet cells. Coadsorption of PLL-OEG-biotin and
PLL-OEG-hydrazide displayed a full surface fluorescence
overlap when incubated with SAv and alginate-aldehyde
with different fluorescent dyes. Another type of click
reaction was exploited by us based on the maleimide–thiol
reaction. PLL-OEG-Mal deposited on Au substrates was used
as an adhesion layer to anchor zwitterionic-like peptides
terminated with cysteine, bestowing optimal repellency to
both high concentrations of BSA and human plasma
samples.164

Biosensing Applications

The type and the density of probes, as well as the layer
architecture, determine the target analyte accessibility
toward the recognition sites, thus affecting the selectivity
andsensitivityofabiosensingsurface.TheuseofmodifiedPEs
has shown the feasibility for establishing architectures with
specific biorecognition characteristics by molecular design.
The main focus of this section is on the biorecognition layer,
irrespective of the type of transducer and the detection
method (e.g., optical, electrical, and gravimetrical).

Marie and coworkers created selected binding areas on
the surfaces of PDMS, PMMA, SU-8, and topas-5013
polymeric materials, by depositing PLL-PEG-biotin by
means of microfluidic channels.229 Such materials have
been abundantly used for fabrication of lab-on-a-chip and
microsystem devices based on optical readout. Upon
injection of fluorescently labeled SAv, fluorescence emission
was detected selectively at the PLL-PEG-biotin areas in less
than 10 min, with high sensitivity in the pM region.
Electrochemical avidin sensing was performed by Lepoite-
vin et al. using a single nanopore functionalized with a PEM
having PLL-PEG-biotin as the final layer,288 while Marmi-
sollé et al. detected SAv by means of SPR using a monolayer
formed by supramolecular interactions based on ortho-
phosphate anions and PAH-biotin.79 PEM-coated Ag-NPs
with fluorescently labeled PAH and PLL-PEG-biotin as the
outer layer have been reported to detect SAv, at concen-
trations as low as 30 fM, by surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS).289

The use of SAv to link biotinylated receptors has been
used for instance by Burg and coworkers in a nano-
mechanical resonator.290 Upon linking anti-goat IgG anti-
bodies engineered with biotin linkers to a PLL-PEG-biotin-
NAv-passivated resonant cantilever, goat anti-mouse IgGs
were detected with a limit of detection (LOD) of 0.7 nM and

optimal selectivity compared to the control (no IgG) or to
human IgG samples (Figure 13a). The same surface
chemistry was employed on synchronized QCM and
localized SPR (LSPR) chips to detect IgG,291 as well as to
anchor biotinylated protein A for investigating the immobi-
lization for an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
in a microfluidic chip.292 With this PLL-PEG-biotin-NAv
surface functionalization method, a maximum of 40%
enhancement of the immunoactivity ELISA performance
was determined compared to other surface immobilization
protocols.

Among several factors, the sensitivity of thefinal binding
assay is affected by the combination of the architecture and
the detection technique. Duan et al. reported a PLL-OEG-
biotin-based FETwith an LOD of about 500 fM for SAv.90 The
use of short ethylene glycol chains, consisting of four
ethylene glycol units per side chain, was found to be
favorable for nano-bioFET applications, as the receptors
were kept closer to the transducer surface in comparison to
long PEG molecules. In addition, the regeneration of the
biorecognition substrate, by flushing with highly acidic
buffer, was improved, which is incomplete for PLL-PEG due
to its resistance at lower pH.146 Davila and coworkers
studied the immobilization of biotinylated anti-ovalbumin
and the consecutive detection of ovalbumin on various
functional PEMs.293 By varying both the grafting ratio and
the length of the ethylene glycol spacer, a library of PAA-
OEG-biotin PEs was synthesized and employed as the last
adsorbed layer in PEI/(PSS/PAH) multilayers. An optimized
platform of PAA-OEG9-biotin (25 mol% with respect to the
PE monomer) was used to selectively detect ovalbumin by
OWLS and QCM, while retaining optimal antifouling
properties. Duan and coworkers exploited PLL grafted
with biotin spaced by 4 or 12 ethylene glycol units to
sequentially anchor SAv and either biotin-anti-mouse IgG or
biotin-anti-human prostate specific antigen (PSA, associat-
ed with prostate cancer). Investigating the biosensing
capability with QCM, interferometry, and ELISA techniques,
nM LODs were reported for PSA in serum and IgG in buffer
for PLL-OEG-biotin with the longer OEG spacers.294 In a
follow-up study, the detection of IgG in serum and PSA in
buffer was enhanced by using an acoustic nano-electro-
chemical system (NEMS) resonator as a biomolecular
concentrator at the biorecognition spot (Figure 13b).295 A
10- and 200-fold decrease of the LOD was found for IgG and
PSA, respectively, demonstrating the NEMS resonator
applicability with different target molecules and surface-
based biosensing techniques.

The span of detected analytes by means of modified PEs
expands beyond proteins and ranges from oligosaccharides
to DNA and bigger entities such as cells. Two different types
of responsive nanospheres were developed for glucose
colorimetric biosensing. Boyer et al. used Au NPs covered
with a PEM film and PAA grafted with glucose as the last
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layer to anchor the lectin Con A, which induced the
formation of a precipitate.296 Upon addition of glucose
followed by gentle shaking, the color of the solution
changed from transparent to red. In another example, De
Geest et al. showed the fast (within 5 min) decomposition of
multilayer microcapsules formed from a fluorescently
labeled polyanion and a phenylboronic acid-based poly-
cation in the presence of glucose.297

PAA grafted with ssDNA was exploited by Taira and
Yokoyama for DNA chip functionalization.298 A second DNA
molecule, with the ends complementary to the DNA grafted
to PAA and to the target DNA, was hybridized after surface
deposition on Au. The addition of this second probe was
used to reduce the electrostatic nonspecific interaction in
proximity to the surface. The detection of target DNA and
single nucleotide polymorphism was assessed by fluores-
cence spectroscopy, showing good selectivity even at 20 nM
concentrations between fully complementary and other
sequences. In our group, the systematic variation of the
grafting densities of clickable moieties such as maleimide,
tetrazine, or dibenzocyclooctyne (Mal, Tz, and DBCO) at the
PLL backbone allowed the controlled immobilization of

artificial and natural probes for optimized DNA detection
(Figure 14a).89,299 The PLL backbone was functionalized in a
preceding synthetic step, and the ratios of grafted OEG and
clickable groups (Mal, Tz, and DBCO; green spheres
in Figure 14a) were quantified by NMR. Upon self-assembly
of the modified PLL, the surface probe density was
controlled exploiting the reaction between the specific
moiety appended to the PLL (Mal, Tz, or DBCO) and probes
with the complementary click functionality (thiol, trans-
cyclooctene, and azide, respectively; X in Figure 14a). In
detail, engineered peptide nucleic acid (PNA) or DNA
molecules were anchored to produce DNA biosensing
interfaces. The selective DNA hybridizationwas investigated
by means of gravimetric and electrochemical methods,
providing an empirical, but at the same time quantitative,
prediction of the expected probe density per % of grafted
functional group. Microscale patterns of modified PLL were
formed on different polymer substrate materials, exploiting
micromolding in capillaries (MIMIC, Figure 14b, left) or a
hydrogel-based stamping device (Figure 14b, right).159

Multiplexed DNA biorecognition surfaces were created by
selectively anchoring thiol-modified probes to the

Figure 13 (a) Top: real-time resonance frequency shifts on a SiO2-based cantilever for the consecutive adsorption of PLL-PEG-biotin, NAv, and
biotinylated anti-goat IgG, with schematic drawings of the architecture formed at each step. Bottom: QCM frequency shifts for the biorecognition
process of goat anti-mouse IgG at different concentrations from 0.7 nM to 0.7 µM (blue lines) and controls, in the absence of IgG (black) and in the
presence of human IgG. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 290. Copyright 2007 Springer Nature. (b) Top: illustration of NEMS resonator architecture
and a fluorescence microscopy image of the microvortices that allowed the concentration of biomolecule at the center of the NEMS device. Bottom:
time-lapse fluorescence images of concentrated fluorescently labeled SAv. Reprintedwith permission fromRef. 295. Copyright 2018 American Chemical
Society.
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maleimide groups at the PLL-functionalized substrates. As a
proof of concept, microarrays of three thiol-PNA chains
were simultaneously printed, and these probes were
capable of selectively detecting fluorescently labeled
cDNA sequences from a mixture containing all three
cDNA analytes.

Short DNA segments were detected by use of a stratified
architecture on noble/ferromagnetic metal particles, with
the biotinylated DNA probe anchored to the surface by
means of a PLL-PEG-biotin-SAv layer.300 Superior quality of
the detected signal and the signal-to-noise ratio was
observed for magneto-optic SPR detection compared to
conventional SPR systems. Gunnarsson et al. lowered the
LOD for DNA recognition using short biotinylated DNA
probes (15 nt) anchored to a substrate for total internal
reflectionmicroscopy bymeans of PLL-PEG-biotin and a SAv
adhesion layer.301 A sandwich assay was performed
allowing the consecutive hybridization of the target DNA
molecule (30 nt) and the reporter DNA (complementary to
the free end of the target sequence), which was attached to

fluorescently labeled vesicles. A recognition signal was
detected only in the case of both successful hybridization
events, due to the surface proximity of the anchored
vesicles, while the vesicles in solution remained “silent.”
With this approach, an LOD of 10 fM was achieved together
with remarkable discrimination of single DNA mismatches
by monitoring the vesicle residence time on the surface.

A 3D platform for the capture, detection, and release of
specific tumor cells was developed by Hsiao and coworkers.
Nanorod arrays were functionalized with PLL-PEG-biotin
and SAv for linking the anti-human epithelial cellular
adhesionmolecule (anti-EpCAM) antibody, specifically used
for rare cell isolation.302 Efficient immobilization of breast
cancer cells MCF7, which express EpCAM, was demonstrat-
ed while simultaneously presenting nonadherence to the
EpCAM-negative cervical cancer HeLa cell line. Moreover,
more than 90% of captured cells were released by an
electrical trigger, without affecting their viability
(Figure 15a). Sugai et al. developed a strategy to form
one-component arrays for the discrimination of eight types

Figure 14 (a) Scheme showing the control of the probe density, during the synthesis of modified PLL with clickable groups (i.e., Mal, Tz, DBCO, green
spheres), which provided the target surface density of the engineered probe and the cDNA hybridization at the substrate upon self-assembly of specific
modified PLL. Adapted with permission from Ref. 89. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. (b) Fluorescence microscopy images of PLL-OEG-Mal-
patterned polymeric materials (Ormostamp and PDMS, patterned by MIMIC or a hydrogel-based stamping device, respectively) incubated with thiol-
PNA chains and fluorescently labeled cDNA sequences. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 159. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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of human cells (including cells with the same tissue origin,
but different subtypes) with high accuracy, by surface
adhesion of PLL grafted with dansyl groups, which emit a
fluorescence signal in close proximity to hydrophobic
regions.303 The assay was based on the nonspecific
adsorption of the modified PE on the cell surface. Distinct
fluorescence signals were detected for different combina-
tions of cell type and adsorbed PE upon pH and ionic
strength variation, creating a specific fingerprint for each
cell line (Figure 15b). Unlike other systems, where the
structure of the analyte needs to be known in order to use a
correspondent receptor, the use of nonspecific interactions
does not require in-depth knowledge of the analyte prior to

detection. Exploiting the same PLL with appended dansyl
moiety, the group expanded this fingerprinting approach to
the detection of other molecules such as proteins,304,305

with the possible extension to other biologically relevant
entities.

Conclusions

The engineered display of (bio)molecules at the interface
plays a crucial role in defining the characteristics of (a)biotic
substrates at the nanoscale level. Among several surface
functionalization methods, the strategy of adsorbing

Figure 15 (a) Schematic representation of the stepwise formation of theMCF7 tumor cell-selective nanorod array and the subsequent cell release by an
electric stimulus, with a diagram showing the capture yield for EpCAM-positive (MCF7) and EpCAM-negative (HeLa) cell lines. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. 302. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Conceptual figure showing the structure of PLL modified with dansyl functionalities and
the one-component assay for discriminating human cells presenting “fingerprint” fluorescence emission due to characteristic interactions between the
modified PE and the cell surface, upon changing pH and ionic strength. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 303. Copyright 2019 American Chemical
Society.
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modified PEs establishes control not only of the type and
density of reactive groups but also of the local surroundings,
thus defining the physicochemical properties at the
interface. Due to the chemical design implemented during
a preceding synthetic step, target 2D and 3D architectures
can be obtained by self-assembly processes. In combination
with patterning techniques, specific functionalities can be
introduced at the adsorbed coatings. Strategies based on
modified PEs for regulating surface properties have been
presented, as well as their applications for bioengineered
films and biosensing interfaces. The overview builds on our
vision of the use of modified PEs as a functionalization
method, focusing on the significant innovations the PEs offer
to surface modification methodologies. The use of modified
PEs has introduced the advantage of covalently binding
chemical functionalities in a preceding synthetic step to
tune the displayed biomolecules at the interface, regardless
of the substrate material, enhancing the reproducibility of
the expressed feature. Such degrees of control are highly
valuable for producing biorecognition devices.

The PE adsorption mechanism has been discussed to
describe the variety of chemical moieties that can be grafted
to PE backbones. PE adsorption processes yield mono, multi,
and patterned layer assemblies at interfaces. Augmented
characteristics of the formed structures, stemming from the
combination of functionalities and the type of architecture
used, have been reviewed. Examples of the use of modified
PEs for the development of functional engineered coatings
and biosensing purposes have been extensively analyzed.
The antifouling and antimicrobial characteristics, which are
fundamental aspects in materials sciences and surface
chemistry, have been discussed. In addition to these
features, modified PE-functionalized platforms to promote
orthogonal anchoring of probes and biological entities have
been investigated. Reactive/affinity groups (e.g., peptides,
proteins, and nucleotides) displayed on flat and curved
surfaces have been presented to selectively immobilize,
pattern, and detect, among others, antibodies, proteins,
DNA, vesicles, and cells, showing the applicability for cell
studies, active targeting, and biosensing, extending the
window of applicability of modified PE-based devices.

The strategy of using modified PEs for addressing
specific, holistic functionalities at interfaces has played a
pivotal role in developing surface functionalization
approaches, affecting multidisciplinary aspects in materials
sciences at macro and nanoscale levels. Due to the ease of
synthesis, the variety of appended groups, and the wide
substrate applicability, modified PEs can be exploited to
further expand the range of (bio)applications. The pro-
grammed functionalities expressed by the combination of
synthetic design and surface architecture give
additional degrees of control for producing platforms
tailored for studying biological processes and genetic
expressions, testing new drugs and probing interactions

between selected biomolecules. The adsorption of PLL
modified with appended groups is, by far, the most used
and characterized methodology. The wide adaptability and
the straightforward functionalization procedures have led
to a variety of engineered PLL-based interfaces and devices
for biological purposes and biorecognition applications.
However, the majority of the examples reported were
performed in standardized aqueous solutions. The absence
of systematic studies exploiting complex biological fluids
has prevented the pursuit of further biomedical validation
or clinical trials.

The versatile use of modified PEs could potentially
enhance the state-of-the-art of biosensing equipment.
Devices for studying (biologically) relevant interactions
and chemical pathways are still limited to common
transducer materials and chemical functionalities of the
probes. Customized devices with improved quantification
properties can be formed by simply engineering the PE
molecule of choice. The challenge that follows for such PE-
based systems would be their integration in next-genera-
tion (bio)sensor platforms, capable of detecting single
entities efficiently and cost-effectively, simultaneously
advancing the production of future technologies, such as
an artificial nose/tongue and units for storing/reading bio-
based data. The possibility of choosing the grafted
components, interfacial architecture, and the type of
detection system could be exploited to improve patient-
personalized, multiplexed, and ultrasensitive biosensor
devices. Consequently, genetic diseases, treatments, drug
tests, and immune responses could be rapidly detected and
monitored. Surface modification by purposefully function-
alized PEs can therefore be exploited by (bio)chemists, (bio)
engineers, and biologists as a generic tool for the
functionalization of highly customizable platforms at the
micro- and nanoscale levels to study virtually any type of
(bio)interaction.

Abbreviations

Ada adamantane
AHP hippocampal progenitor
AMA aminoethyl methacrylate
Az 4-azidoaniline
BSA bovine serum albumin
CB carboxybetaine
CD cyclodextrin
Con A concanavalin A
COP cyclic olefin polymer
DBCO dibenzocyclooctyne
ECM extracellular matrix
EGCg epigallocatechin gallate
EHEC ethyl hydroxyethyl cellulose
ELISA enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
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EpCAM epithelial cellular adhesion molecule
ePTFE expanded polytetrafluoroethylene
FA folic acid
Fc ferrocene
FET field effect transistor
Fg fibrinogen
Fl fluorescein
FR folate receptor
GFP green fluorescent protein
HA hyaluronic acid
HFF human foreskin fibroblast
HMVEC human microvascular endothelial cells
IgG immunoglobulin
ITO indium tin oxide
LAEPT locally addressable electrochemical pattern-

ing technique
LbL layer-by-layer
LOD limit of detection
LSPR localized SPR
Mal maleimide
Man2 2-O-α-D-mannopyranosyl-D-mannopyranose
MAPL molecular assembly patterning by lift-off
NAv neutravidin
NEMS nano-electrochemical system
NP nanoparticle
NTA nitrilotriacetic acid
OEG oligo(ethylene glycol)
OWLS optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy
PAA poly(acrylic acid)
PAAm poly(allylamine)
PAH poly(allylamine hydrochloride)
PAlg poly(alginic acid)
PAOXA poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)
PAsp poly(aspartic acid)
PDADMAC poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)
PDMS poly(dimethylsiloxane)
PE polyelectrolyte
PEG poly(ethylene glycol)
PEI poly(ethylene imine)
PEM polyelectrolyte multilayer
PEOXA poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)
PGA poly-L-glutamic acid
PGal poly(galacturonic acid)
PLGA poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid)
PLL poly-L-lysine
PMAA poly(methacrylic acid)
PMMA poly(methyl methacrylate)
PMOXA poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)
PMOZI poly(2-methyl-2-ozazine)
PS polystyrene
PSA prostate specific antigen
PSi porous silicon interferometer
PSS poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate)
PTFE poly(tetrafluoroethylene)

PVAm poly(vinyl amine)
PVP poly(2-vinylpyridine)
QAC quaternary ammonium compound
QCM-D quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation

monitoring
QD quantum dot
SAM self-assembled monolayer
SAv streptavidin
SERS surface-enhanced Raman scattering
SF-SCF Scheutjens–Fleer self-consistent field
SMAP selective molecular assembly patterning
SPR surface plasmon resonance
ssDNA single-stranded DNA
Tz tetrazine
µCP microcontact printing
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